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INTRODUCTION

Methods of engineering, process mechanization and automation, project organization and management are interrelated and geared at a common objective – to shorten periods and ensure quality of construction, to prolong life cycles of construction projects by applying engineering and technical solutions on automatic control of processes with the use of construction information models and technologies, data obtained by instrumental measurements at all life cycle stages. Designing of integrated models and methods of automated systems for diagnostics of building operating conditions is an initial stage of development of a complex automated system that ensures serviceability of buildings. Components for instrumental measurements and program processing of data are integral parts of the automated system. Therefore measurements and software are the basic elements for automation of engineering processes at all stages of life cycle of buildings.

1. Procedure of selection of information technologies for estimation of serviceability of buildings during their life cycles

The building life cycle is subdivided into stages of survey, design work, preparation work, earthwork, construction of above-ground structures, operation and period of deterioration. The last stage may finalize the life cycle by means of liquidation or starting a new life cycle under the condition of reconstruction, overhaul or technical re-equipment that is by renewal of building operating conditions\(^1\). The life cycle interval is an important integral quality characteristic of building construction and operation. It depends on timely detection, correction and prediction of development of defects and damages which are impossible without acquisition and program processing of objective data on serviceability of buildings. Data

\(^1\) Havryliak A.I. Operation, reconstruction and modernization of buildings / A. I. Havryliak, I. B. Bazarnyk, R. I. Kinash et al. – L’viv: Publisher National University «L’vivska politekhnika», 2006. – 537 p. (in Ukrainian).
objectiveness is ensured by instrumental methods of measurements. Generally, the up-to-date technologies and technical facilities comply with technological, regulatory and project requirements for quality during construction and operation of buildings.

Methods of execution of work, interrelations and interference of measurement and construction work affect efficiency of technological solutions, technical and economic indices of work performance, quality of work and duration of life cycles of projects. At the stage of construction the list and scope of measurements and work quality checks depend on applied technologies and materials, architectural and structural designs, conditions of construction. Jobs on construction of buildings with identical space and planning parameters but different structural or organizational and technological solutions have various scope and sequences of construction and measuring operations and this affects technical and economic indices of processes. Therefore, the technical and economic indices of measuring jobs at the construction and operation stages with identical scopes of jobs depend on organizational and technological as well as architectural and structural solutions.

Buildings differ in levels of complexity and uncertainty of their operating conditions, the number of factors that affect the processes of construction and operation, result in their deterioration, occurrence of deformations, defects and damages, therefore the required volume of data, methods of their processing, information models, methods and measures for execution of jobs directed on prolongation of life cycles of buildings depend on their structural features and technologies used for their construction and operation. Information about quality of a new construction project, defects and damages of facilities under operation shall be presented as a hard copy or in electronic format, as-built surveys, quality control data, defect charts or lists, inspection reports etc. Determination of interdependence of defects and causes of their occurrence, prediction of effects of these defects on future operating conditions of facilities is an important complex task that requires detailed studies with the use of up-to-day methods of information simulation.

Works of leading scientists show that the process of determination of parameters of buildings, structures or developed areas is under impact of destabilizing factors on technical and economic indices and accompanied by a set of specific features. In general these aspects are characterized by as follows:

– increased demands for growth in volumes and efficiency of construction of civil and industrial facilities, reconstruction and overhaul of facilities under operation;
– shortened periods of construction and increased periods of operation of facilities due to application of new technologies, designs, equipment and materials;
– increased social role of safety and decreased levels of risks of facility wrecks due to ensured quality and reliability of construction and operation processes;
– complex studies of properties of buildings, simulation of their behavior under operating and dense development conditions before construction is started;
– necessity to develop systems of engineering solutions on the basis of the methodological support of engineering design process;
– intensification of engineering studies, raising the level of detailed design engineering with accounting for distinctive features when efficient measuring and data processing procedures are applied;
– improved quality and complexity of building operations and processes, skill levels of technicians;
– increased scopes and importance of complex projects.

Working hypothesis. If we take into account the specific features and the impact of destabilizing factors on technical and economic indices of the process of instrumental determination of parameters of buildings with the aim to ensure their serviceability, it will allow us to optimize engineering processes at all stages of their life cycle. Thus, there is an opportunity to shorten building construction periods and prolong periods of building operation by implementing effective organizational and technological solutions that have been developed on the basis of data which have been obtained reliably and in proper time with the use of methods of instrumental measurements and which are necessary and sufficient for ensuring the serviceability of buildings and structures at all stages of their life cycles.

The scientific problem consists in a necessity of theoretical justification of a system of conceptual, theoretical and methodological principles of prolongation of the service life and optimization of engineering, technical and economic indices of construction and operation of buildings on the basis of application of efficient methods of instrumental measurements for collecting in proper time, processing and using reliable data that are necessary and sufficient for ensuring the serviceability of buildings at all stages of their life cycles. The application of information technologies will be favorable for solving this problem.

Selection of information technologies is an important component of a systemic approach to the issues of surveying, designing, construction, examination and diagnostics of building operating conditions. Such an approach is a necessity because the processes of determination, processing and application of data on parameter values of buildings, structures and
developed areas require the use of developed interactive means of cooperation and support from experts with various levels of training in generation of information systems and models with the use of multiwindow models or screens, menu structures, dialog sequences etc. The data are collected from various sources and studied with various levels of detailing. The system capacity may be increased by applying an open architecture, and allowing the scaling of the system with connected both internal and external facilities, and arranging the modularity of applied programs, and supporting the flexibility of the required configuration of the system, and ensuring the use of open standards. Figures 1 and 2 show schemes of information technologies for an automated system and an algorithm of management information system for technical diagnostics of buildings.
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**Fig. 1.** Block scheme of up-to-date information technologies for an automated system of diagnostics of building operating conditions
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**Fig. 2.** Functional scheme of a management information system for diagnostics of building operating conditions
The principle of designing of facilities with the use of their information models provides for the modelling process with preparation and complex processing of architectural and design, technological, economic and other data on a facility with all interrelations and dependencies in which a building and all related things are considered as a single facility. This conception was named ‘Building Information Modelling’ or shortly BIM.

The main advantages of BIM are as follows: the whole project life cycle is simulated, from a conception until operation and demolition; in designing the facilities that possess necessary information about geometrical and technical characteristics of structures, elements and a building as a whole are used; the use of such facilities accelerates the design process and minimizes errors; sections generated by various systems of computer-aided design are used jointly and the design process is performed in 3D space with an allowance for time; an open standard of data exchange. Implementation of BIM is a strategic issue for the construction industry and its solving is an objective necessity.

The building information model is a digital representation of systematic information about a facility that is used at all stages of life-cycle. Application of an information model facilitates operations with a facility and offers significant benefits as compared with the traditional design methods. Such a model allows unification,

---

calculation and coordination of components and systems developed by various specialists and institutions, checking their viability, serviceability and preventing internal mismatches and emergencies.

Numerical data are used during a life cycle of facility for making project decisions, updating project documentation, predicting serviceability, drawing estimates and scheduling, ordering materials and equipment, managing construction work, operation, utilities commercial activities, reconstruction or repair work, if necessary, demolition and utilization of the facility, other tasks related to the facility.


22 Pailevanian B.S. Rising the level of environmental safety and energy consumption efficiency of buildings on the basis of intellectual technologies [Place of thesis defence: Moscow State Building University]: abstract of thesis for a candidate degree in technical sciences: 03.00.16 / B.S. Pailevanian. M., 2009. 23 p. (in Russian).


25 Talapov V.V. BIM is a basis // CADmaster. 2010. No. 4. P. 13 (in Russian).

Unlike the traditional computer-aided design systems that generate geometrical images the result of information modelling is a digital model that includes as a facility itself as a process of its construction, operation and utilization. The US National Building Information Model Standard Project Committee has the following definition: ‘BIM is a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a shared knowledge resource for information during its life-cycle defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition'.

28 Panteleev A.S. Substantiation of effects exerted by investments on economic growth of enterprises in the construction industry of the North-West Federal Region of the RF [Place of thesis defence: Peter the Great SPbPU]: graduate thesis: 38.04.01: defended on 13.09.16: approved on 13.09.16 / Panteleev Alexander Sergeevich; Peter the Great SPbPU – SPb, 2016. 113 p. (in Russian).
35 Talapov V.V. What does affect the implementation of BIM in Russia // SAPR and Graphics. 2010. No. 11(169). P. 12-16 (in Russian).
Diagnostics of building operation conditions may be performed with the use of information technologies: expert systems, fuzzy systems, fuzzy neural networks or hybrid networks, information storage and retrieval systems, intelligence decision-support systems and others shown in Fig. 3. Table 1 shows comparative characteristics of information technique methods.

Expert systems may be used for generation of expert models and models for diagnostics of building operating conditions, in studying information and expert systems, for generation of knowledge bases and fuzzy rules of studies in implementing management systems for examination and diagnostics of building operating conditions, for studies of logic chains in diagnostics of building operating conditions.

Expert systems are implemented and used in such program complexes as: Mycin, Neomycin, Emycin, Prospector, Diagen, Genrost, Internist-I, Sphinx, Pheo-attending (the medical expert systems), Exsys (designed for generation of expert systems of classification type), 1st-Class, Personal Consultant Plus, STES (software tools of expert systems), GURU (integrated environment for development of expert systems).
Fuzzy systems may be used for solving information technology tasks such as diagnostics of building operating conditions, development of a knowledge base for facilities, development of a fuzzy conclusion system, research into diagnostic models for building conditions on the basis of fuzzy logics techniques.

Fuzzy systems are implemented and used in such systems as MOŠ/MIS (Mestská a Obecná Štatistika/Mestský Informačný Systém (Urban and municipal statistics / urban information system). They are used as an initial base for development a knowledge-based system. The «Systema -Р» system is a module of combined navigation satellite receiver (MCNR) that is designed for application in corporate integrated navigation and communication management and control systems. CAD is a technique that combines a single complex for solving computer-aided designing tasks. CAM is a process management system.

Fuzzy neural networks or hybrid networks combine benefits of neural networks and fuzzy inference systems. They provide for obtaining information about examinations of building operating conditions in the form of predictions, make it possible to use a training principle on the basis of available information for construction of neural networks, to develop system models in the form of fuzzy rules that are characterized by visibility and simple content interpretation. The fuzzy neural networks or hybrid networks are applied in the following systems: ANFIS (adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system) and RAISON (an integrated system based on knowledge, it comprises a neural network, data base, geoinformation system, cartographic analyzer, graphic and software language components).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Shortcomings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert systems</td>
<td>Development of expert models for examination and diagnostics of building operating conditions; research into information and expert systems; development a knowledge base and fuzzy rules; research into chains of logic conclusions for diagnostics of technical status.</td>
<td>Complexity of representation of expert’s profound knowledge on examination and diagnostics of building operating conditions; complexity of arrangement of training on the basis of the expert’s experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy systems</td>
<td>Development of a knowledge base for buildings, development of a system of fuzzy deduction; research and implementation of diagnostic models for building operating conditions on the basis of fuzzy logic tools.</td>
<td>Subjectivity of examinations and diagnostics of building operating conditions; it doesn’t allow training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy neural networks or hybrid networks</td>
<td>Possibility of obtaining information about examination of buildings in the form of prognosis; construction of neural networks for examinations and diagnostics is performed by their training on the basis of available and accessible information; they allow development and representation of system models as rules of fuzzy productions that offer visualization and simple interpretation of content.</td>
<td>Representation of knowledge about examinations and diagnostics of building operating conditions is obtained in the special form that may significantly differ from possible content interpretation of existing interrelations and relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic algorithms</td>
<td>In searching of an optimum a number of points are checked simultaneously instead of passing from one point to another and in this way local optimums are excluded; no additional information is required and this increases a speed of algorithm operation; deterministic and probable rules are used.</td>
<td>Numeric not symbolic data are used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information storage and retrieval systems</td>
<td>Availability of laws, normative documents, estimation standards, state building code (SBD), standards DSTU and others.</td>
<td>Lack of an information system that will ensure data processing and selection of an optimal technology subject to availability of corresponding data bases in the automatic mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-based education</td>
<td>Education tasks are solved on the basis either a labyrinth model that provides for either a search of direction of motion among the labyrinth of possible variants or establishment of associative links in neural-like structures</td>
<td>Problems of generalization, accumulation of skills in solving tasks and application of such problems in solving new tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence decision-support systems</td>
<td>The use of capabilities of building examination information systems; contemporary data bases comprise a number of technologies that improve intellectual capabilities; intelligence information systems for examination of facilities combine the capabilities of DBMSs that are the basis of information systems and as a result of this the storage of information about examinations is combined with data processing and preparation for using in making decisions</td>
<td>Complexity of representation of various types of information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genetic algorithms are applied for searching an optimum among some points simultaneously instead of using a point-by-point procedure. Such an
approach excludes local optimums and the necessity of any additional information, increases operation of the algorithm. At that deterministic and probabilistic rules are used.

An information storage and retrieval system comprises legislative acts, normative documents, standards, registers of accident-prone facilities. The following may be considered as the information technology issues: construction and development of software, its adaptation for permanently evolving needs of users, fast and easy collection and review of information, keeping the status of actuality of the information, development and submission analytical summaries to users and others.

The intelligence decision-support system is a system for examination of operating conditions of construction facilities that combines capabilities of the data base management system, the basis of information systems. As a result the storage of data of examinations is combined with the operations of data processing and preparation to be used in decision making. The task of analysis is a search of hidden patterns, dependencies and interrelations which are useful in making decisions at various levels of the hierarchy. The intelligence decision-support systems are implemented and used in the following systems: OLAP (Discovery System and OLAP Affinity System) is designed for the intelligence analysis of many-dimensional aggregated data; the intelligence system CAAPP is designed for supporting the process of making decisions in the tasks of designing and planning flexible systems.

2. Instrumental measurements as a basis of automation of construction technological processes

Modern methods of technologies, mechanization and automation of technological processes, project organization and management are interrelated and directed on attaining a common goal: reduction of terms and assurance of quality of construction work, extension of the life cycle duration of construction facilities. This goal may be attained by implementation of computer-aided systems of management, control and arrangement of technological processes with the use of information technologies and specialized software. In the construction industry operations are divided into the following types: mechanized, large-scale mechanized and automated.

In mechanized work (Fig. 4-a) the main operations are performed with the use of machines, equipment, plants and tools which have mechanical, electric, pneumatic, hydraulic or combined drives. During large-scale mechanized work all labor-intensive operations and processes are mechanized. Machines, equipment and other technological means are interrelated with productivity and provide for the rate of work set by a leading machine.
Computer-aided processes are divided into partial, comprehensive and complete automation processes.

The partial automation provides for application of automated equipment, instruments and devices during some, mainly basic production operations. The most part of building machines and equipment are fitted up with such instruments and devices.

The large-scale automation provides for application of a system of some units, machines, instruments and devices which are combined as a single process line and perform all operations of a production process. At that the operator performs only the start and stop operations; the set parameters of the production process are maintained automatically at all its stages.

The complete automation ensures fulfillment not only all basic but also auxiliary production operations as well as conduction of automatic control and process monitoring including changes in parameters and types of products in accordance with a specified program.

Means of automation are divided into controlling, protecting, regulating and monitoring devices. A process automation system provides for utilization of various combinations of the above types of devices. Control functions may be divided into non-automatic, automated and automatic ones according to a degree of participation of a person in them. The non-automatic process control may be manual or mechanized. Under manual control a person determines the required control actions on his (her) own, performs and checks them visually or by indications of elementary instruments. Under mechanized process control
(Fig. 4, A) actuating mechanisms that consume additional energy (electrical, compressed air or working fluid etc.) are used. At that the instruments via corresponding transducers only inform the operator about process disturbances.

*Under automated control* (Fig. 4, B) a part of process operations is performed by control mechanisms without participation of any person. In this case the transducer signals of process disturbances are received not only by alarm devices but also by servomechanisms. The latter affect the control mechanisms on their own. They can stop actions of tools or the whole machine. The remained working functions of the operator are trouble-shooting, machine restarting and others.

*The automatic control* (Fig. 4, B) provides for control over transducers or software commands. This system comprises two basic parts: controlling and monitoring. Under such a control system a person is only engaged in preliminary installation of a certain program (algorithm), trouble-shooting in accordance with the transducers’ signals (adjustment and repair of mechanisms) and starting the machine into operation or its turning off. At that a person only inserts a code of a required control program for obtaining the required result. Processes are controlled with the use of an automatic control system (ACS) that is an assembly of a facility under control and control device that interact without participation of any person.

According to the block schemes of the process control systems shown in Figure 4 *the procedure of any type of automated process consisted of operations of obtaining and processing data, making and implementing process control decisions includes elements that provide for instrumental measurements and processing of the data related to a process parameter under control.*

Therefore the reduction of terms of construction work and the extension of terms of building operation is *an urgent technical and economic issue* that will require effective solutions at all stages of the life cycle such as survey and design work, preparation work, earthwork, construction of ground structures, operation, period of deterioration and life cycle termination or beginning a new life cycle subject to renovation of facility serviceability.

*The scientific problem* is a necessity of theoretical substantiation of extension of the terms of operation and reduction of the terms of construction work for account of the effective automatic control over organizational and technological processes with the use of basic data obtained by the methods of instrumental measurements at all stages of the life cycle of building facilities. The scientific substantiation and development of methodological principles of generation of organizational and technological solutions of automatic process control with the use of basic data obtained by methods of instrumental measurements at all stages of the life cycle of building facilities are objects of further studies.
Objects of studies are organizational and technological solutions of automatic control over organizational and technological processes with the use of building information models and data obtained by instrumental methods and measurement means, independent or integrated into the automatic control system.

Subjects of studies are parameters of organizational, technological and technical solutions of automatic control over organizational and technological processes with the use of building information models and data obtained by instrumental methods and means of measurements, independent or integrated into the automatic control system.

The scientific conception consists in a possibility of reduction of the terms of construction work and extension of the terms of operation of buildings and structures for account of implementation of effective organizational and technological as well as engineering solutions of automatic process control issues with the use of building information models and data obtained by methods of instrumental measurements at all stages of the life cycle.

Thereby the development of integrated models and methods for the system of automated diagnostics of building facility operating conditions is a major step for establishment of an integrated automated system that will ensure the serviceability of buildings and structures at all stages of their life cycles.

3. Research into mechanisms of influence of technologies and organization of measuring work on duration of building life cycles

In the process of research into mechanisms of influence of technologies and organization of measuring work on life cycle duration of building facilities it has been established that the building life cycle duration may be increased when risks of emergencies are timely detected and the corresponding measures are taken in proper time. Prediction of the longevity parameter is based on estimations of probabilistic-statistical models with the use of data of instrumental examinations of states of structures.

It has been revealed that the building life cycle duration is affected by general factors, as well as engineering and performance factors. In the long run building depreciation is aggravated nevertheless it may be less intensive if the results of instrumental examinations are used and the building serviceability is maintained for account of repair and rehabilitation work. Untimely execution of such work results in an increase of expenditures on restoring of necessary service characteristics and emergencies in a case of an ungrounded increase in the period between overhauls (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Depreciation vs. building operating time:
1 – theoretical curve; 2 – actual data in a case of scheduled repairs;
3 – in a case of timely repair and rehabilitation work

During the life-cycle a set of measures for acquisition of information that is required for execution of work of the corresponding stage is implemented. The volume of this information defines the soundness of decisions made for maintaining facilities’ performances at the required level. The developed topology of methods of instrumental measurements at the corresponding stages of construction and operation of facilities is presented in Fig. 6. It shows that at the construction stage the measuring operations are performed simultaneously or sequentially with the construction operations.

When the efficiency of available measuring operations is evaluated the possibility of making allowances for all factors is not obvious as the affecting factors are fuzzy and the decisions to be made depend on technological, technical or metrological parameters, subjectivity of solutions chosen by work performers, natural factors. The variants of measuring operations to be performed, the factors affecting the selection of measuring methods to be used, the degree of relevancy and influence of factors in a particular variant are determined with the use of the method of expert estimations.

It has been established that the issue of selection of means and methods of instrumental measurements should be considered not only with allowance for accuracy but also with consideration of minimum terms, costs and quality of construction and measuring work to be
performed. At that, the arrangement and technology of work may be
designed in such a manner that irrespective of the scope of time spent on
measuring operations the reduction of time spent on fulfillment of
construction processes will be significant. The main risks of failures may
occur during manufacturing of elements and structures, installation of
structures, in the initial period of operation of buildings or during next
stages. Theses risks may be a result of negative effects of loads and
unforeseen factors including drawbacks of the system of operation,
unjustified replacements of structural elements (Fig. 7).

A scheme of substantiation of efficiency of means and technologies
of instrumental measurements of building parameters at all stages of the
building life cycle on the basis of comparison of organizational and
technological indices classified by their importance has been proposed.
The basic indices are of general character. They characterize the
efficiency criterion to the utmost when are used together with other
indices. Such additional indices are applied in such cases when the
effects of specific factors of the corresponding stages of the life cycle
shall be additionally accounted for. The method for determination of
work productivity for different variants of organization and technology,
means and methods of measurements with allowance for organizational,
technological and technical factors provides for establishment of three
categories of productivity: design-estimated, technical and operating.

Interrelations and interference of measuring operations and the basic
engineering processes are of principal importance. They are a cause of
increased labor costs for both measuring and basic processes unless they
are sufficiently substantiated (organizationally and technologically) in
the design and operation documentation. It has been established that the
organizational and technological conditions for execution of measuring
operations depend on a stage of the facility life cycle and determine
approaches to justification of time expenditures for such work.
Fig. 6. Topology of instrumental measurement methods during construction and operation of building facilities
Figure 8 shows a developed scheme of the method for substantiation of efficiency of measuring systems with the use of models and procedures of provision of building serviceability. The method is based on an algorithmic simulation of comprehensive processes used for determination of parameters of buildings, structures and development areas by instrumental methods together with some optimization parametric models for improving the efficiency of measuring work. Such an approach allows us to enlarge structurally and consolidate the performed parametric optimization. The mathematical model of linear dynamic system may be composed on the basis of mathematical models of elements and sections which form the system. Generally, the linear system includes sections that are joined sequentially or in parallel, surrounded by back or cross-back links. A block scheme of implementation of the comprehensive process of provision of serviceability and safety of buildings at all stages of the life cycle has been developed.

Combined modelling of the comprehensive process of measuring operations and some optimization parametric models for improving their efficiency provides for application of models and methods of determination of organizational and technological indices, establishment of a system for estimation and diagnostics of building operating conditions at all stages of the life cycle for development of recommendations on organization and process of parameter determination for buildings, structures and development areas in the design, engineering and operation documentation.

The recommendations on organization and process of parameter determination for buildings, structures and development areas for application in the design, engineering and operation documentation have been developed and included in the current normative documents.
Fig. 8. Block scheme of modelling a comprehensive process of determination of serviceability at all stages of the building life cycle
CONCLUSIONS

Modern methods of technologies, mechanization and automation of technological processes, project organization and management are interrelated and directed on attaining a common goal: reduction of terms and assurance of quality of construction work, extension of the life cycle duration of construction facilities.

This goal may be attained by implementation of effective organizational and technological as well as technical solutions for automated control of processes with the use of building information models and technologies, and information obtained by methods of instrumental measurements at all stages of the life cycle.

In this connection the development of integrated models and methods of automated system of diagnostics of building facilities operating conditions is one of the basic stages of designing a comprehensive automated system for ensuring the serviceability of buildings and structures at all stages of their life cycles.

Irrespective of a type of automated process the chain consisted of operations of data acquisition and processing, making and implementing decisions on controlling processes also comprises instrumental measurements and processing of data related to values of the technical parameter under control.

Automated process control and management systems may be developed on the basis of systems of instrumental monitoring of building serviceability at all stages of the life cycle. An automated monitoring system is a basis of any system designed for process controlling at all stages of the life cycle.

Such a system shall account for factors of influence on serviceability of buildings. The basic and additional performance indices account for economic, technical, technological and organizational factors of influence on the efficiency of automated systems.

SUMMARY

Methods of technologies, mechanization and automation of technological processes, project organization and management are interrelated and directed on attaining a common goal: reduction of terms and assurance of quality of construction work, extension of the life cycle duration of construction facilities, for account of organizational and technological as well as technical solutions for automated control of processes with the use of building information models and technologies, and information obtained by methods of instrumental measurements at all stages of the life cycle. The development of integrated models and methods of automated system of diagnostics of building facilities operating conditions is an initial stage of designing a comprehensive automated system for ensuring the serviceability
of buildings. The automated system comprises integrated components for instrumental measurements and data processing. Therefore the measurements are the basis for automation of processes at all stages of the building life cycle.
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